MORITA EQUIVALENCE OF SIMPLE NOETHERIAN RINGS

J. T. STAFFORD

Abstract. We show that a simple Noetherian ring of finite global dimension and Krull dimension one is Morita equivalent to a domain.

In [4] is given an example of a simple Noetherian ring that is not Morita equivalent to a domain. Now the ring in question has infinite global dimension but Krull dimension one. In contrast, we show here that if $R$ is a simple Noetherian ring of finite global dimension and Krull dimension one, then $R$ is Morita equivalent to a domain. This is a corollary of Theorem 1, which gives a generalisation of this result to simple rings of arbitrary finite Krull dimension.

Throughout this note all rings will contain an identity and all modules will be unitary. We will denote the uniform dimension of a module $M$ by $ud(M)$ and the projective dimension by $pd(M)$. The left Krull dimension of a ring $R$ will be denoted by $l-Kdim(R)$.

Theorem 1. Let $R$ be a simple Noetherian ring of finite global dimension. Then $R$ is Morita equivalent to a ring $S$ such that

$$ud(S) < l-Kdim(S).$$

Proof. Choose $S$ Morita equivalent to $R$ such that $S$ has the smallest possible uniform dimension. Suppose that $ud(S) = r$ and $Kdim(S) = n$. If $r < n$, then we are through, so suppose that $r > n + 1$. Observe that, if $P$ is an indecomposable finitely generated projective right $S$-module, then

$$r < ud(P) < n + r < 2r,$$

the first inequality following from the minimality of $S$ and the second by [3, Theorem 5.2]. Let $P_1, \ldots, P_m$ be finitely generated projective right $S$-modules such that:

(a) $ud(P_i) = r + a_i$ where $0 < a_i < r$;
(b) if $P$ is a finitely generated projective right $S$-module with $ud(P) = r + a$ for $0 < a < r$, then $a = a_i$ for some $a_i$.

(If no such modules exist, so much the better.) Let $H$ be the additive subgroup of $\mathbb{Z}/r\mathbb{Z}$ generated by the $a_i$'s. Note that, for all $h \neq 0 \in H$, $h = a_i$.
for some $i$. For, suppose that

$$h = a_1 h_1 + \cdots + a_m h_m - rf$$

for some integers $h_i$ and $f$. Then, by [3, Theorem 5.2],

$$p_{i}^{(h_i)} \oplus \cdots \oplus p_{m}^{(h_m)} \cong S^{(i)} \oplus Q,$$

where $Q$ is a projective $S$-module with $ud(Q) < 2r$. Clearly $ud(Q) = r + h$, as required.

Suppose that $H = \mathbb{Z}/r\mathbb{Z}$. Then there exists a projective $S$-module $Q$ with

$$n + r < ud(Q) < 2r.$$

But then by [3, Theorem 5.2], $Q \cong S \oplus Q'$ and $ud(Q') < r$, which contradicts the minimality of $ud(S)$. So $H \neq \mathbb{Z}/r\mathbb{Z}$. Let $a$ be the minimal element of $H$ (if all finitely generated projective right $S$-modules have uniform dimension some multiple of that of $S$, put $a = r$). Then $a > 1$ and $a$ divides $r$. Further, any finitely generated projective right $S$-module $P$

has $ud(P) = ma$ for some integer $m$. The argument now closely follows that of [5, Lemma 2.8].

Let $t$ be an integer $> 1$. Suppose, given any finitely generated torsion-free right $S$-module $K$ with $pd(K) < t - 1$, that $ud(K)$ is an integer multiple of $a$ (by the last paragraph this holds for $t = 1$). Let $M$ be a finitely generated torsion-free right $S$-module with $pd(M) = t$. Then there exists a short exact sequence

$$0 \to K \to S^{(m)} \to M \to 0,$$

for some integer $m$ and module $K$. Now $pd(K) = t - 1$ and so $ud(K) = ca$ for some integer $c$. But, by [2, Lemma 3.6], uniform dimension is additive in this situation. So $ud(M) = da$ for some integer $d$. Hence by induction and the fact that $S$ has finite global dimension, every torsion free $S$-module has uniform dimension some integer multiple of $a$. But this implies that $a = 1$, a contradiction.

**Corollary 2.** Let $R$ be a simple Noetherian ring with finite global dimension and $I$-$K$dim$(R) = n < \infty$. If $ud(R) > 2n$, then $R$ contains nontrivial idempotents.

**Proof.** By the theorem, $R$ is Morita equivalent to a ring $S$ with $ud(S) < n$. Let $P$ be the image of $R$ under the equivalence of the right module categories.

Then

$$ud(P) = ud(R) > ud(S) + n.$$ 

So, by [3, Theorem 5.2], $P$ has a free direct summand. Hence $R = I \oplus J$ for some nonzero right ideals $I$ and $J$. Thus $R$ has nontrivial idempotents.

**Corollary 3.** Let $R$ be a simple Noetherian ring with finite global dimension and $I$-$K$dim$(R) = 1$. Then $R$ is Morita equivalent to a domain. If $R$ is not a domain, then $R$ has nontrivial idempotents.

Note that, as is shown by the example in [4] and [6], all three results are false if $R$ has infinite global dimension. For rings of finite global dimension these corollaries give partial positive answers to [1, Questions 3 and 5, p. 381].
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